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‘This school is in a most
unsatisfactory estate. No one
seems to have bestowed
instruction on the children Arithmetic being almost
unknown and spelling bad.
Geography and grammar are
not taught. There are many
signs of neglect on the part of
the master…accounts and
vouchers were not brought
into the school. The children
were untidy and the room
dirty. Order and sewing are the
only satisfactory points.’

An Inspector calls….1877

• Springthorpe, Lincolnshire

Aims of the
Session
• Do you think this school
is likely to be excellent?
• 1860 law case in
England established that
‘reasonable chastisement’
of pupils was acceptable.
• 1900 a Springthorpe
headteacher was taken to
court for ‘assault’

Aims of the Session
Two key questions:
a) What do we mean by excellence in schools?
b) Who determines or decides on that?

What we will find is that:
• The understanding of ‘excellence’ has changed or developed frequently over the years of
inspection…we can consider if this is a good or bad thing
• Who decides what constitutes ‘excellence’ has been a ‘battleground’ in many systems,
often fought between ‘educationalists’ and other non-professional bodies….we can
consider if this is a useful battle or not, but….
• When the balance is wrong then problems develop

Phase 1: up to
1850
• First inspections started in
1600s
• Inspection was dominated by
amateur clergy in many
countries
• It was heavily focused on
teacher performance – not
school leadership
• By 1850 many experts had
concluded that inspection led
to better schools

The Dutch Example

•
•
•
•

1784 Society for the Public Good formed to improve morals by education
Became the model for the new national primary school system in 1806
Laws of 1801/6 drafted by academics
The State wanted to play a greater role – and opposed ‘ignorant priestcraft’
• Framework was heavy on ‘nation building’, eg language and citizenship
• Defined what should be taught in ‘ordinary’ schools – reading, writing,
arithmetic, geometry, Dutch language, geography, history, vocal music,
natural philosophy

The churches controlled
education and inspection in
many countries
• This created conflict with
Governments
• It restricted the growth of a
teaching profession
• Churches battled to keep control of
inspection
• King Ludwig of Bavaria distrusted
highly educated teachers – and
placed them under clerical
inspectors (1837)

‘Excellence’ was
still an unclear
concept….
• Many systems focused on the
competence of the teacher, not the
excellence of the school
• England lacked any regulation of
teachers, compared to Holland and
Belgium.
• Up to 1850 the main focus was on basic
expectations defined by regulations, less
on promoting excellence.
• Countries like Russia had more interest
in what was being taught
• Laws about the welfare of child workers
in mills needed to be enforced in
England and Prussia; welfare was also an
issue in French boarding schools and in
Ireland

Some considered
Efficiency the major
factor….

• 1787-1808 Prussian schools were regulated by the Ministry of Finance
• When public money began to be used to pay for schools, governments
then wanted to inspect to ensure that it was being used ‘efficiently’ –
as in Ireland and England

By the 1840s the idea of a ‘framework’ was emerging:
By 1840s in Austria inspectors looked at:
• the local reputation of the teacher
• attendance and manners of pupils
• involvement of parents and the community in the school
• buildings
• active influence and regulation by the local clergy
• effectiveness of magistrates in punishing breaches of
regulations

By 1840, French inspectors conducted annual visits and
looked at:
• the ‘state of the school house’ (ie buildings)
• the classification, moral character and methods of
discipline
• the methods of instruction

But the Dutch had started to consider the
‘mode of instruction’ as well:

Phase 2: 1850-1918
• The great struggle for the
‘professionalisation’ of inspection against
the Churches
• Still mainly defined by a focus on teachers,
or minimum regulation
• Where political or nationalistic definitions
of ‘excellence’ intruded, this caused
conflicts with the Church, socialists and
minority groups

Europe 1850-1914: Who decides?
• In France and Russia, systems focussed on the excellence of the
teacher – led to the dominance of the universities, though in
Russia this declined
• In most of Europe, it was the CHURCHES who dominated
inspection and thus defined excellence (Sweden, Scotland,
Prussia/Germany, Austria-Hungary)
• Experts v Politicians emerged as an issue: one of the first English
Chief Inspectors, Seymour Tremenheere, resigned over
interference in his reports by politicians (1846) – he went on to
become Inspector of Mines

Wilhelm I of Germany

Excellence - defined
by Government?
• Education as a factor in being able to compete
economically and militarily
• A major era of ‘nation-building’ in Europe, especially
Italy, Germany etc. but also Norway from 1889 (Sami)
• In some countries the Church was forced out of its
leading role (Prussia/Germany) but in others it
continued to dominate (Spain)
• Huge population increase helped reduce the Church’s
role in the inspectorate in Germany, Russia, Sweden etc.
• 1871 School Inspection Law in Germany never fully
succeeded in breaking Church influence
POLITICS: 1864 English Minister of Education Robert Lowe
forced to resign after altering HMI reports BUT 1864-71
German inspector reports suppressed after saying low
wages led to poor teachers

Phase 2 – politics became
part of excellence
POLITICAL CONTENT - New Russian inspection 1874 – ‘performed
both pedagogical and police functions.’ Role of inspectors as
spies revealed in 1905, but from 1911 paid extra for this reason.
•

Governments showed concern about content of curriculum –
Belgium had State control of textbooks from 1879
• 1889 - Norway required teaching in Norwegian
• 1907 Spain drafted extra inspectors into Barcelona region due
to ‘leftists.’
• Wilhelm II of Germany 1891 said teachers should teach young
to ‘resist all revolutionary aims.’
• 1912 Prussian Minister said inspectors should identify and
dismiss Marxist teachers.
EFFICIENCY continued to be a factor – some school-teachers in
southern Italy found to work three hours a week. Prussia 1850s –
inspector viewed school accounts.

Minimum Standards v Maximum Quality
• 1850s Scottish inspectors sent advance forms about finance, attendance and equipment
• Era of ‘Payment by Results’ in England, Wales, Scotland and Ireland – 1862 until broadly 1900
• The intention was to strengthen weaker schools but by 1865 admitted “it has tended…to discourage attention to the
higher branches of elementary instruction, Geography, Grammar and History.”
• Results was that from 1867 an extra grant offered for History, Geog or Grammar
• This impact was replicated by Ofsted framework of 2009, and re-balanced by 2019

Phase 2 – barriers to new thinking about excellence
• During later 1800s it was still common for excellence to be influenced only through regulating teachers
• For example in Ireland, inspectors decided on promotion, dismissal etc.
• Continuing CHURCH influence led to eccentric definitions – in Malta the ‘physical posture’ of teachers was inspected in
the 1870s
• Very limited scientific literature on teaching and school management

‘Excellence’ could not be promoted if inspecting focused just on pass/fail attitudes.

• 1860s French inspectors began to use five grades for schools.
• 1882 England began using five grades
• 1903 Ireland began using six grades – level 5 being ‘middling’

Phase 2 – external pressures changed ideas about excellence
A good example is the rise of ‘technical’ education:
Most inspectors were trained in ‘classics’ or theology – few
came from an industrial background

Industrialists were aware of international ‘competition’ and
problems with the unskilled workforce

By 1890s, governments saw the lack of a technical
workforce as an issue of national importance

In England, a similar thing happened about Physical
Education after the Boer War of 1899-1902.

The curriculum was changed, in some cases ‘technical’
schools were started and different EXPERT inspectors were
needed

Phase 2 – frameworks develop
The volume of schools and pupils increased rapidly in the late 1800s

Teaching became increasingly professionalised and organised

Teachers began to ‘agitate’ against inconsistent inspection
Governments became aware of the ‘policy impact’ of inspection and that
not all inspectors ‘toed the line’

The CONTENT of the framework defined ‘excellence’….but not everyone
agreed!
The Russian framework included questions on the morals and politics of
the teachers; in England, teaching was examined by questioning pupils;
Sweden included healthcare (1914).

Short Break
We will have a break for five
minutes

Phase 3: 1918-1945
• Widespread abuse of school
inspection in non-democratic systems
from Russia to Germany
• New skills (and inspectors) needed to
evaluate secondary schools
• Increasing emphasis on SCHOOL
rather than TEACHER
• Role of inspectors in spreading new
ideas about teaching – but there were
risks in this

Phase 3: 1918-1945 – conflict over excellence?
• 1920s Germany protests against new learning methods championed by inspectors
• Several governments wanted to increase political control of ‘socialist’ inspectors, eg Spain 1930s
• Totalitarian systems meant that everything was political – in Russia a maths problem about farm animals could lead to
disaster
• Excessive political control resulted in poor inspection and declining standards from Ireland to Russia….rapid improvement
in Latvia was reversed

In contrast:
• New literature in school management began to emerge, especially from America (Wetzel, Cubberley)
• Management literature helped to create understanding that schools could be managed to be better
• International Bureau of Education founded 1925

Phase 3: 1918-1945 – defining excellence was
increasingly the Government’s decision
Governments increasingly defined ‘excellence’ as serving political
needs, but the quality of schools often suffered:
• Language became an issue in Ireland, Norway and Italy
(Slovenia, Trento)
• ‘Excellent’ curriculum had to serve political purpose, eg
‘Physical Education and Fascist Culture’ in Italy – cleanliness
and health became important issues
• Regulation of textbooks increased in importance
• 1933 Germany many inspectors sacked as ‘ideological
conformity’ became central in schools
• Following a coup in Latvia 1934, ‘leftist’ inspectors were
purged and inspection reports became ‘sycophantic’ and
commented on the display of political portraits
Latvia: Sudden Change

There was only one
definition of
excellence….
• 1918 Constitution in Germany made all
inspectors fill-time State officials – end of Church
influence
• 1920s France – inspectors assessed for
republicanism, “church-going” could be a
problem
• Mussolini sacked 34 of 37 secondary inspectors,
hand-picked a senior inspector
• New Irish inspectors had to speak Gaelic
• 1931 education policy in Russia changed
overnight
• Inspection became part of the battleground in
Spain

Phase 4: 1945-80
• In many countries ‘inspection’ had lost
credibility
• Inspectorates faced competition from
others in some of their functions
• The new science of school leadership
challenged inspectors’ thinking
• Inspectorates’ influence was weak
compared to other groups, eg teachers

Phase 4: 1945-80
who defined?
• In eastern Europe, totalitarian Government
continued to define excellence
• Continued suspicion of ‘educationalists’ –
from both sides, eg in Greece
• Overlapping national and local systems in
Netherlands, Belgium, England etc caused
potential for differing opinions
• In some countries the inspectorate became
more focused on advice and research (Italy,
Malta but also Russia)
• International bodies began to develop
(OECD)

Phase 4: 1945-80
what is excellence?
• Still a lot of emphasis on quality of individual teachers,
eg Belgium, Czechoslovakia or ‘professional merit’ in
France; ‘excellence’ was achieved through
appointments, promotions or disciplinary methods
• But ‘supervision’ of teachers could be done better by
internal school leaders
• Communist states still emphasized ‘compliance’ with
State policy (also Spain to 1975)
• Inspection linked to results developed in Yugoslavia –
exam results and data on extra-curricular activity
influenced inspection schedule

Phase 4: 1945-80 what is excellence?
Emergence of ‘Technical’ inspection with
criteria:
• ‘quality of instruction’
• lesson preparation
• pupil knowledge
• discipline
• ‘social esteem’ of teacher or school
• several countries marked teachers on a
scale of 1-20
• criteria varied – Greece marked teachers
on scientific training, teaching aptitude,
administration, conscientiousness,
contribution to extra-curricular.

In the 1950s several liberal countries used no
formal criteria at all including much of West
Germany.
In 1950s clearest criteria tended to be provided
in communist states especially over textbooks.

Phase 5: 1980onwards
• Empowered by new national data
systems
• Liberalisation and school management
science created a new need for
accountability
• ‘Market economics’ for schools –
inspection reports provided the tools
• Role of SICI in sharing best practice
• Encouragement of inspection by EU,
World Bank etc.

Phase 5: 1980-onwards
Issues about ‘who decides or defines’ became
more complex:
• New national data systems meant that schools
could be more easily ‘defined’ by data – so the
debate became about what data (eg progress v
attainment)
• ‘Liberalisation’ created new questions around
school leadership
• ‘Market economics’ for schools – ‘let the
parents decide’ and ‘improvement through
competition’; Sweden etc
• With better data and parental choice, was
inspection even needed any more?

Phase 5: inspectors’
views marginalised?
1980s-90s were widely a ‘low point’ for inspection
• Other trans-national bodies began to play a role: OECD,
PISA, EU, World Bank etc.
• Did parental choice replace inspection?
• OECD (1995) – ‘Germany does not formally assess the
performance of its schools at all’; PISA 2001 had a major
impact on Germany and inspection re-introduced
• Some inspectorates continued to use ‘lay inspectors’ –
did this reflect a lack of trust of ‘experts’? Debate in
Sweden, 2011. Continued beyond this in Bavaria, Wales
etc.

1980-onwards – definitions of excellence
became fluid
What determines ‘excellence’ became increasingly complex
but showed how schools needed to reflect society’s concerns:
• Focused on the teacher…began to be defined as the role of
the school management (eg Flanders 1991, Austria 1999)
• Growing focus on school management and how leaders
manage ‘quality’
• Progress v attainment in data – ‘inspecting by data’
appealed to some politicians
• New priorities around social mobility and integration of
ethnic groups (eg French-speaking Belgium and segregation
issue, 2007)
• Role of schools in promoting ‘social coherence’ began to be
questioned’ ‘citizenship’ added in Flanders, Netherlands
etc
• Understanding of child abuse and safeguarding created a
new agenda
• Partnerships and parental links became important (Poland,
Austria)

1980-onwards – frameworks were
needed to manage complex criteria
Major development from the 1990s was the concept of the framework with
‘explicit criteria’. A new forum for debate about what was in the
framework:
• Often informed by new research on school effectiveness (or ignored it)
• Schools generally found definitions helpful…and it helped with selfevaluation
• Netherlands published 99 quality indicators…but others had 149 or 158
• Rise of ‘school’ focus – French IGAEN inspectors looked at ‘aims,
structures, organisation and operation’
• Risk that frameworks became too complex unless purely compliance
based – Ofsted framework 2009 had too many judgements for
inspectors to evidence all equally well

Conclusions: does ‘excellence’ change?
Definitions of ‘excellence’ have repeatedly changed over two centuries of inspection.
Definitions of excellence need to evolve because:
• ‘expectations’ of schools change over time, eg discipline
• the needs of society change over time, eg curriculum, diversity
• the priorities of governments change over time and this affects schools

Inspection frameworks are useful to schools in defining expectations of excellence
• but - schools can become very adept at working TO a framework so other areas
may suffer neglect
• so frameworks need to evolve to avoid stagnation
What is the best process for updating these definitions?

Conclusions (2)
Example - inspection in Flanders has changed in some ways, but not in others. Why and how?

Flanders 2009 (extracts):
• Hygiene
• Safety
• Habitation conditions
• Use of textbooks from a list
provided
• Universal human rights
• Stakeholder participation
• Policy on smoking ban

Conclusions (3)
Who defines ‘excellence’ or expectations has been a point of conflict over time: the Church, the Government, Academic
‘experts’, the Teachers, the Media, the Parents……or the Pupils? What is the right balance?

Conclusions (4)
• The writing of a framework is a useful tool for bringing together debate about what we
all consider ‘excellence’ to be
• Problems have arisen when the decision-making progress is ineffective: some sectors
feel excluded, or the proper role of Government is unclear.
• Inspection is most likely to have respect and influence when it reflects and balances the
aspirations and views of all parties
Parents
School leaders

Inspectors
Government (politicians)

Teachers

Trans-national bodies, eg
OECD

Trade Unions

Pupils

Academics

Media

The full story……
• Discount price for SICI members
• Order by contacting sales@bookwormretford.co.uk or via
Sylvia at SICI
• Print or e-versions available
• Training and seminars available on other aspects of
inspection history: adrian.gray@rivereducation.co.uk

